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Ok, now I
 know what to
 do with it 
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The Project Structure 



Partners  



Working Scenario 
Task1: Where is X? 
Task2: What is Y?  

     Learning from the Web: 
     object type,  
     room type,  
     proximity of furniture,  
    3D shape models  
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textual query   

perceptual query 

How would a robot query the web? 
Find a
 cannoli 

What is
 this? 

Rather than mining the Web on the fly, we might build clean
 Web-proxies, large enough to cover for most (any?) query 

…but isn’t this ImageNet???? 



ImageNet as Web proxi 

FixMe: qui slides da Jay 
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First Results 

1.  An AlexNet trained on ImageNet does not generally perform too well
 on robot data 

2.  AlexNet(ImageNet) outputs WordNet classes as labels, so a WUP
 similarity is appropriate  

3.  WUP score average 0.51 !practically meaningless for most of
 objects (although  microwave, laptops,  keyboards have WUPs
 >0.75) 

                 What are we missing? Can we do better? 



(Some) Open Issues 

Can we automatically generate larger/task specific databases?  

ImageNet is a db created in 2012 of 1K categories –static, closed
 world assumption 

1.  What if we could continuously update all its classes? 
2.  What if we could augment its classes (1k, 3K, ..10K)? 
3.  What if we could exploit prior knowledge on the task and build on

 demand task specific databases?   

Proof of concept: generate a copy of ImageNet by
 downloading images using the class names as queries  



First Results 

FixMe: qui slides da Jay 
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(Some) Open Issues 

Can we automatically generate larger/task specific databases?  

Issues to deal with: 
 1. How to minimize noisily annotated images when harvesting

  the Web 

 2. What is the effect of noise on a given CNN architecture   

ImageNet is a db created in 2012 of 1K categories –static, closed
 world assumption 

1.  What if we could continuously update all its classes? 
2.  What if we could augment its classes (1k, 3K, ..10K)? 
3.  What if we could exploit prior knowledge on the task and build on

 demand task specific databases?   



Results with AlexNet(Web-ImageNet-Cleaned) 

IN model 
 WIN model 

      WINC model  

ROME, BHAM, INRIA   
collaboration  



      More details and more results  
    at the poster session tomorrow! 

For the whole story (data, demos, papers)         
  please visit our project web-site: 

          https://project.inria.fr/aloof/  



thanks 


